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Data is precious, every last datum of it: Loss of data or related information is painful. 

The data infrastructure at DESY provides a secure archive for scientific data, protects 
against data loss, and is accessible from everywhere on the net.
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Snapshot of the data management portal. 

More Information:   http://www.helmholtz-lsdma.de       http://www.pandata.eu

To e�ciently share large amounts 
of data within collaborations, 

common data formats are needed. The 
European Neutron and Photon research 

centres intend to provide data in the NeXus 
common data format, which is suitable for ar-

chival and high speed data processing, and comes 
enriched with essential metadata.

The ICAT metadata catalogue will be deployed by all institutes par-
ticipating in the PaNData project providing a searchable catalogue of 
published data from all major photon and neutron facilities in 
Europe. The use of the NeXus �le format allows fully automated in-
gestion of metadata into the catalogue freeing scientists from this re-
sponsibility. Properly annotated, published and discover-
able data will have a direct impact on the ability to share 
data beyond the scope of the collaboration, increasingly 
demanded by funding agencies.

Information discovery - locating and accessing speci�c data, regard-
less of its origin - is a crucial aspect of data handling. 

We are implementing and deploying a federated data catalogue 
using common standards and meta-data schema: 
allowing users to search all data catalogues from 
European synchrotrons with a single command. 

Authorising access to data requires a widely 
trusted, unique identity. The Umbrella system ad-
dresses this by providing individual users with a 
username and password. These credentials can then be used at 
all participating labs to gain access to data for search and 
retrieval, as well as to submit proposals or allocate 
beam-time. 

We are planning to o�er globally unique 
identi�ers (DOIs) for use with any data-
set. This will aid data management and 
also allow the citation of scienti�c 
data in publications, thus creating a 
set of persistent links between the 
scientist, the publication, and the 
underlying data. 

The data management system is 
responsible for transforming raw 
data into a suitable format for 
long term archiving. Access to the 
archived data is via 

https://gamma-portal.desy.de   

The system permits searching for data 
under various criteria: 

 - experiment, sample or date,
 - facility
 - beam-line or proposal id

The portal allows downloading of �les to local media, staging ar-
chived data from tape to disk for data analysis. The system logs infor-
mation of archival and staging processes, as well managing user 
access rights.
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Computing

DESY o�ers a number of high performance compute facilities. 
These include a general purpose batch cluster with ~150 nodes. 
This cluster hosts a number of NVIDIA GPGPUs for prototyping ap-
plications, e.g. used intensively in single-di�raction crystallography 
or acceleration of tomographic reconstructions. PNI-HDRI's imple-
mentation of the tomography reconstruction pipeline on a Tesla 
GPU reduces the time to a �rst reconstruction by a factor of ~80, 
very close to real-time analysis.

A powerful HPC-cluster with 1024 CPU-cores, more than 3TB of 
memory, and ample  ultra-fast storage is available for 

CPU-intense, massively parallel tasks like plasma-
wake�eld simulations, and is particularly suited 

for parallel Mathematica and MATLAB.  

Increasingly, photon science applica-
tions are entering the HPC-�eld and 

we are welcoming new applica-
tions on the DESY HPC cluster. 

The data infrastructure and analysis facilities have been established for computational tasks related to experiments at photon and neutron sources. So that 
we can tailor the infrastructure to meet your scienti�c needs as well as possible, we are always grateful for any feedback! What are your most urgent prob-
lems and needs? Are there any major obstacles hampering your data analysis? What is your view on data storage, archival and preservation?

Please have a look at the very short survey!

HPC-Simulated spontaneous radiation 
pro�le for European XFEL undulators

DESY provides powerful & easily accessible computing facilities for data analysis. 

Together with all other major European Photon and Neutron facilities, DESY is 
striving to create a common data handling infrastructure. 

Before you purchase another 10 USB drives: Talk to us. 
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